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this 6-year-old product from sun is the most feature-rich java ide. you can even use it as a rad (rapid application development) tool to develop applications in java and reuse them across other java projects. you can also develop in tomcat, glassfish, jboss, ibm websphere, weblogic, and more.
silex is a microframework that allows you to easily create websites with a minimal amount of code. you can use it to quickly create an application (with the help of the silex php framework) that will run in every web server and can be deployed on the cloud. docfetcher is a desktop search

application that lets you access, filter and search office files stored on your computer or on the cloud. this means you can search office documents, spreadsheets and presentations from any pc or phone. ktogo is an online platform and software, offering a search engine for customers to find
reputable e-commerce sites. it has been founded in 2010, and has just now been launched to the public. it’s an online tool where you can search for stores, and then get them all in one place. python is a widely-used interpreted, object-oriented, high-level programming language. its syntax is
simple to learn and it has a small footprint, making it appropriate for use in embedded systems. you can use python to create applications such as text editors, spreadsheets, and games. in fact, it’s so small, it’s referred to as a mini-language. scheduling and notification is at the core of any
application that handles time, but traditional tools suffer from legacy, monolithic designs and an inability to update their user interfaces. ubuntu time server, created by daniel ellerman and liam rosen, provides a highly customizable and expandable time server that allows for precise hourly

scheduling and centralized notification and display of time status. operating system: windows, linux, os x
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blue swarm is an open source linux and windows gui client for bittorrent. its unique design allows it to work in a group while at the same time notifying
the coordinator of important information such as swarm mode participation. operating system: linux, windows if you are looking for a program to

download and share e-books, go with calibre, the cross-platform ebook manager, calibre. manage your collection of books, manage your reading. using
the calibre gui, you can also sync your collection with the kindle or other devices. operating system: windows, linux, os x, android the omniplan project

has the goal of providing a set of products and services for the development of professional-class business systems in the areas of project management,
requirements and visioning, and business process management. the projects home page states that it is a distributed open source project. operating

system: windows, linux, os x, android. freemind is a mind-mapping program designed for students, hobbyists and businesses. it is designed to help you
quickly brainstorm ideas, draw connections between unrelated ideas, remember and learn, keep notes, maintain projects and more. operating system:

windows, linux, os x karbon is a vector graphics application that allows you to easily draw or sketch things on your screen and print them out. it is
intended for all levels of users. operating system: windows, linux, os x leppin is a professional project management program for mac os x. it includes
task management, a calendar, document collaboration, chat, image support, note taking and many other tools. plus, it's easy to use because of its

minimalist interface. operating system: windows, linux, os x 5ec8ef588b
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